NEPAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS AUTHORITY (NTA)
Kamaladi, Kathmandu, Nepal

ADDENDUM No. 1

Implementation of Wi-Fi Religious in Everest Base Camp
(Contract No. IFA No.04/NTA/WIFI/2076/77)
th

(Date of issue of Clarification No 1: 26 May, 2020)
Pursuant to Clause No. 7 of ITB of Bidding document, all prospective Bidders are hereby informed that
following are the Clarifications on Bidding Document
S.N.
1.

2.

Query

3.

Bid Security amount

4.

Fiber Trunk in Everest region is not
possible considering the landscape
and lack of resources in that area,
hence, it should be allowed to build
Microwave link or use an existing
trunk infrastructure if available. -is it necessary to submit the legal
documents with notarized? In these
situations lawyers are not available.
Preparing documents and other
thing is difficult in these pandemic
situations. -Foreign vendor are not
responding us for the equipment’s
quote. So we are unable to get
details pricing of the equipment. So,
we would like to request to NTA to
postponed the biding process up to
Covid-19 pandemic.

5.

6.

Clarification

BOM in the individual sites and Final Bidders have to submit bid price as per Bill of
Quantity/Material. if quantity varies then final contract
Summary does n’t match.
price will be commutated on basis of unit price.
Requirement of Manufacturer’s Bidders have to submit Manufacture's Authorization of
Authorization Letter should be the
1. Switch
cleared Item wise or should be just
2. Router
simply not required to submit.
3. ONT
4. OLT
5. Servers
Bidders shall submit Bid Security of Amount NRs.
2,000,000.00 (NRs Two Million)
Since, it is difficult to maintain and also there is
bandwidth constraints in Microwave Network. So,
Network and sites connection should be by Fiber.

All bid documents should be signed by Authorized
Representative and should be stamped.
Since, this bidding is electronic bidding and Public
Procurement and Monitoring office (PPMO) has right to
change bid submission day according to electronic
procurement System operation Directive, 2074.So, Bid
Submission date is unchanged unless PPMO change
or instructed to change the bid submission date.

